MAMMALS QUIZ
Proceeds to the work of the Epiphany Trust (www.epiphany.org.uk - reg. charity No.1006653) amongst the street
children of Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Entry fee: £1.00 minimum donation. (Winner’s prize: Cash to the value of 10% of money raised) Closing date:
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Copy or mimic (3)
Rugby player from South Africa (9)
Naked on the radio (4)
Frenchman’s term of endearment? (8)
Jazz addict (3)
I fuel demos in error (10)
Philby or McLean? (4)
One that always remembers (8)
Frighten or intimidate (3)
Sounds like Capone with Kerry (6)
You find it in the centre of the board (4)
Made from a neat tear (8)
You wouldn’t want to gamble with him (7)
Cut of beef minced (4)
Night-time flier has a millimetre inside (7)
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What jockey did at Aintree, by the sound of it (3,4)
To begin with, I grew up around northern Aberdeen (6)
It was in the car I bought (7)
Monitor calls to catch him (4)
English acreage (5)
Tip up shampoo all over the place (12)
Katherine, according to Shakespeare (5)
£25.00 (4)
In essence, loves wines (5)
Starts to run around track (3)
Seen in drab bit of prose (6)
Some men use this to smell nice (4)
Whilst women might prefer this (4)
Where in Paris is surrounded by rocky crag? (6)
Moses, perhaps? (8)
Keep quiet, then go backwards (5)
A little murky at heart (5)
I propose revolution! (8)
Meet around Noah’s boat arrangement (7)
Gareth meets French lady (7)
Everyone likes Kelloggs for starters (3)
Dry, roamed perhaps in desert ? (9)
Popular pet or popular dish in Peru (6,3)
Overweight alien in motion (7)
A yoke of oxen encircles it (3)
Not a time for alligator to circuilate (7)
Is it worth a kingdom? (5)
Britain’s most southerly mainland village (6)
Puts play in motion (8)
Work furiously (6)

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Sad cry on the radio (4,5)
Sounds like a Sheffield river jetty (6)
Row about good, aggressive player (5)
Paid in guineas to start with (3)
Run very fast (4)
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Greedy pig follows field boundary (8)
Talk on. . . . . . . and on. . . . . . and on. . . . . (3)
Pig meat you yearn for by the sound of it (9)
Part of a muppet comes back (4)
Toast crumbs (5)
Sound of displeasure within prohibition (6)
No good German loses a worker (6)
Found in Nottingham’s terminus (7)
Root around (6)
Rob a pearl when drunk (5,4)
Go nowhere uphill initially (3)
A version of a Roman garment (4)
Lift one’s bottom in America (7)
Wager billions to secure this one (6)
60% of Wales comes before half of Russia (6)
William Cody has lost his invoice (7)
Paula replaces Tracy in dance outfit (7)
Prior to run (8)
Coco ran around (7)
School bedroom overlooks Yorkshire river (8)
Dasher, Donner or Blitzen? (8)
Hide away (8)
Cockney woman’s pit (6)
Have a real treat for starters (4)
Snob, I? Rubbish! (5)
Big nob is around (6)
Ship sails round British Columbia (6)
By report, you might want to avoid him. (4)
Scramble about amongst rocks (6)
Sounds like a French fry friar (8)
It’s found in the saucepan there (7)
A crazy deity (3)
A stamp of high office (4)
Bloodsucking opener, say (7,3)
Pie remnant eaten up (4,6)
Worst cases idle bees buzzing (10)
This stubborn person might carry drugs (4)
Tags the end onto the beginning (4)
Sound of cows heading East (5)
Eat greedily (4)
Everly Brothers on tour (7)
You might be in trouble if you ride in this car (5)
To live in no. 9 (4)
Inside Bedlam, bonkers (4)
A Charlie stuck in bird dung (7)
You can smoke this or ride on it (5)
Opponent of 50 (8)
Harry loses opener to get this one (5)
A coat like this might set you back a bit (4)
Take up rugby tomorrow, initially, before the French arrive (6)

Please return the completed quiz to Kath Milner, 10, Rustlings Court, Graham Road, Sheffield, S10 3HQ.
The winner will be notified within two weeks of the closing date and in the event of a tie lots will be drawn. If you would like
your entry returned with the answers please provide an S.A.E.
Name:

Address:

